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constructed re-evaluation:
a design/build investigation

a design thesis by
anthony john catanzaro, jr.

_influenced by the current state of waste
production not only in the united states, but
also the world, a tactile investigation began into
figuring out a way to reuse the waste that is so
commonly disregarded as ‘useless’.

abstract

_inspired by the writings of Marc-Antoine Laugier
and his theory of the Primitive Hut, the materiality
of this project became dependant on the context in
which it was taking place: in this case State College,
PA became the backdrop for this investigation.
_utilizing exclusively reclaimed material this thesis
project is a study testing the human experience
in building and its intrinsic effects on how we
design.
_through the development of a column and panel
system to incorporate scrap wood, metal, etc., a
building became possible. the process of making,
especially while working with imperfect materials,
influenced constant modifications dependant on
the situation that presented itself.
_the sketchbook became the main media for design.
the immediate reaction to a situation could only
be resolved in the context it was discovered. the
sketchbook provides the minimum tools to fully
solve problems as they become apparent.
_a relationship with a group of aerospace engineers
studying renewable energy from wind turbines was
developed. this group, the client, will use the
built building as their laboratory.
_the project will continue into the summer when
it is disassembled and moved to the penn state
center for sustainability as a facility for data
collection and research.
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motivation(s)

1

__the initial investigations began by
exploring the current conditions of
those living in third-world
squatter settlements
		
slums
shanty town
__these areas of the world are
well-known for their appearance,
impression, and surprising stability.
__it is human-nature for those living
in these conditions to be of utmost
utility and resourcefulness.
__using this as a precedent, the
goal was to design a prototypical
shelter utilizing the same mind-set by
implementing discarded objects as
the means of building.

2

__useful material is re-used in every
possible way. this material manifests
itself from the everyday objects we
throw away.
__re-thinking an object’s use becomes
the design strategy
__waste accumulates and waste goes
unused. typically, waste is exported
from one country and imported to
another for ‘storage’
__this waste can be diverted from
landfills and provide a means for
adaptive thinking.
__not only is this a noble thought
process, it has been explored for
years, and it will continue to be
explored.

3

__the theoretical writings of antoine
laugier became a major motivating
factor for this project. his analysis
of the beginning of architecture,
man’s determination to build shelter,
gave life to the idea of the primitive
hut.
__the primitive hut is laugier’s
interpretation of the very beginning
of architecture.
1.
2.
3.
4.

there is man
man is unprotected
man needs shelter
man builds shelter 		
from that in which he is
surrounded.

__using these basic ideas as guiding
principles, architecture begins to be
shaped by the context it is located
and the resources that are most
readily available.
__these same principles develop
a vernacular architecture:
architecture that is unique to its
location in the world.

4

__if the context in which architecture
is created is the determining factor
into its style, form, purpose, will
the impending context of waste and
trash also determine the attributes
of that architecture?
__if the waste production of a
particular site changes, will the
architecture subsequently change?
or will the architecture simply
adapt to that waste in which it is
surrounded?
__laugier’s ideas of man creating
shelter from the resources that
surrounded him [tree branches]
can be applied directly to the many
different types of material that are
continuously thrown away each day,
whether it be construction material
or normal household garbage items.
__if one is only able to fully grasp
the implications of creating shelter
through experiential moments, this
project’s intention must be a tactile
experimentation.
__shelter can be born out of the
experimentations.
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6

architectural precedents

7

garbage warrior
mike reynolds

__the ‘garbage warrior’, mike
reynolds is a renegade architect
from the state of new mexico.
__reynolds uses the land as
his main building insulator. his
building materials come from
every day waste: bottles, cans,
tires. by combining trash with
earth his architecture becomes
something unlike anything else.
__mike has fought hard to
change legislation in the state
of new mexico to establish a
‘working laboratory’ for his
architecture.
__he was not successful in
changing state law until his work
was recognized in southeast
asia after he and a team built
homes for those displaced by
ravaging tsunamis and floods

8

manufactured sites
estudio teddy cruz

__estudio
teddy
cruz
has
developed an interest in the
relationship between the united
states and mexico
__their particular interest lies
in the border region of tijuana
and san diego.
_manufactured sites looks to
create structural masses that
create space and also allow
for future expansion.
__the stages of production stem
from the stages of manufactured
goods.
__the materials utilized are
the waste materials from local
manufacturing plants.
__these modules create space,
shelter, and thus they create
community.
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roman spolia
varied

__the ancient romans were
notoriously
taking
material
from existing buildings and
‘recycling’ that material for
newer, bigger buildings.
__The re-use of the material not
only established a vocabulary
for the building/architecture, it
purposefully re-established the
meaning of the materials. the
past and present meanings were
similar yet they were exalting
different emperors.

arch of janus, rome

__one of rome’s most famous
sites,
the
colosseum,
was
almost disassembled during
the medieval period because
of the need for marble. after
the fall of the roman empire
all
remaining
monuments,
relics, etc. that held ties to
the past were either destroyed,
converted, or disassembled for
their rich building materials.

the colosseum, rome

10

homemade utility
vladimir arkhipov

__these items are examples of
homemade utility from russia.
since the fall of the iron
curtain, many people have been
plagued by poverty
__simple
items
scavenged
are
capable
of
producing
useful tools for household
jobs, gardening, and home
maintenance.
__items created: flashlight with
re-chargeable battery, a garden
rake, a television antenna, and
a simple door handle.
__these items were created from
scrap metals, scrap woods,
motor oil containers, and basic
ingenuity.
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12

thesis

13

architecture provides a creative
in which we are not typically
in which we are not typically
architecture provides a creative

14

means
to
accustomed

experience
that
through building.

customed
through
building
means to experience that ac-
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initial investigation(s)

17

limited kit of parts____

experimentation

_if the desire to design/build is
derived from the conditions present
in squatter settlements, the
only solution to psychologically
connect on any level is to place
one’s self in a situation as
comparable as possible
_experiment , play, test
_by limiting the means, methods,
& materials the building process
begins to require the conventional
way of thinking to be altered
_technology
does
ingenuity
becomes
technology

not
exist;
the
new

_re-thinking the purpose and
capabilities of material becomes
the difference between success
and failure
_’shelter from nothing’

door

_it is the moment a problem
presents itself that the problem
will be resolved. it is the intuitive
thinking, by means of tools and
material,
that
determine
the
design.

18

m a t e r i a l :
wood.glass
d i m e n s i o n s :
32”x80”
s a l v a g e d :
west nittany
d
a
t
e
:
sept 24
t
i
m
e
:
8pm
f u n c t i o n :
rear wall

19

table base

bench back

m a t e r i a l :
wood
d i m e n s i o n s :
5”x66”
s a l v a g e d :
hetzel st.
d
a
t
e
:
sept 25
t
i
m
e
:
5pm
f u n c t i o n :
side beams

m a t e r i a l :
wood
d i m e n s i o n s :
32”x80”
s a l v a g e d :
hetzel st.
d
a
t
e
:
sept 25
t
i
m
e
:
5pm
f u n c t i o n :
ridge beam

20

chair

pallet

m a t e r i a l :
wood
d i m e n s i o n s :
48”x40”
s a l v a g e d :
smeal
d
a
t
e
:
oct 1
t
i
m
e
:
3Pm
f u n c t i o n :
floor

m a t e r i a l :
wood.fabric
d i m e n s i o n s :
varied
s a l v a g e d :
east hamilton
d
a
t
e
:
sept 29
t
i
m
e
:
10pm
f u n c t i o n :
front beam

21

door-jam(s)

fencing

m a t e r i a l :
wood
d i m e n s i o n s :
varied
s a l v a g e d :
hetzel st.
d
a
t
e
:
sept 25
t
i
m
e
:
5pm
f u n c t i o n :
unused

m a t e r i a l :
wood.glass
d i m e n s i o n s :
32”x80”
s a l v a g e d :
west nittany
d
a
t
e
:
sept 24
t
i
m
e
:
8pm
f u n c t i o n :
columns

_as a part of the
investigation,
limited design was
implemented
prior
to
the
building
process.
_no
measurements
were taken

process

_the built object
comes
from
the
impromptu building
process.

22

23

sketches

_placing the pallet

_by taking two of the

on a flat surface
provides a stable
floor while raising
the floor level off
of the earth

longest pieces, a
rear wall is erected
and braced

stage 1

stage 0

24

_a

second wall is
added from a door
jam and long scraps
of another door jam.
both are braced

_the door is added

stage 2

stage 3

as a rear wall
(should this be the
roof instead?)

25

_additional supports

_side rails from the

stage 4

stage 5

are added to apply a
roof

bed frame provide
lateral
supports
to accept a roofing
material

26

_before

being able
to apply the roof,
gusts of wind caused
the structure to
collapse
and
be
destroyed

_the structure was

minimized to a pile
of scraps, just as it
was at the beginning
of the experiment

stage 6

stage 7

27

limited kit of parts____

experimentation
reflections

_although the experiment was
not successfully completed, the
lessons learned were important
in the development of ideas.
_a simple module was created from
pieces of trash, some fasteners,
and creative thinking.
_knowing the amount of waste that
is produced provides motivation to
think of how this initial experiment
can produce a larger contextual
solution to shelter and the means
of creating it.
_can this module create more and
more possibilities? can a systematic
methodology produce a broader
scope to how shelter is created?

28

?

29

two sided
[corner]

one sided

no sides

_by creating a series
of arrangements from
5
simple
modules,
there
becomes
a
broader
range
of
their possibilities...

30

31

three sided

two sided
[non-corner]

_these modules can create numerous iterations

32

...

etc, etc, etc...

33

34

design investigations: part one

35

36

the average american
produces [1620 pounds]
of garbage a year.
[10 times] as much as an
average person in china.
[30 times] as much as
an average person in india.

37

9% new construction
38% renovation

waste
generated

53% demolition

breakdown

38

deconstruction of an average american home
(2,000 sq.ft.) would produce
of re-usable lumber

39

6,000

board feet

the amount of waste produced annually
is enough to construct a wall
30’ high by 30’ wide
around the border of the united states:
4,993 miles

facts source: deconstruction institute of america
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_after pursuing a design project that would place
me into the far-fetched mind-set of those much
less fortunate, it became apparent that the issue
of waste and re-use can be applied in the context
that is all around us.
_as annie lewis notes in ‘the story of stuff’:
only 1% of american consumer goods are still in
use one year after their purchase!
_the united states’ overall lack of concern for
observations re-use, re-cycling, up-cycling, etc. is an area for
concern. with the trend of landfills becoming
overstocked and its affect on the environment,
the issue of waste, in particular construction
waste, becomes even more important.
_the typical demolition techniques of modern
american industry takes no concern for the
material being removed, let alone the condition it
is in post-removal. the material maintains utility.
_in most cases, materials are discarded because
they no longer fulfill the standards of today.
windows are more insulated, doors provide better
fire safety, wood studs may be replaced by steel
studs, and the list goes on.
_as designers and thinkers, how can this mantra
of ‘throwing away’ be readapted into one of
‘re-use’ or even ‘re-establishing’? is a system
needed to receive this discarded material in order
to give it a new life, one that can begin after its
initial purpose is fulfilled.
_as stated before, the local context concludes
the materiality of a project. central pennsylvania
provides opportunities that are similar to those
found around the world; the material just changes
its size, shape, and form.

41

area: northeast united states

STATE: pennsylvania

REGION: central pennsylvania
42

__with the assistance of a local
material storage facility, the access to
salvaged material was made possible
for experimentation to begin.
__looking at the material availability is
key. wood is constantly thrown away
without being re-used or recycled. it is
simply destroyed, splintered, discarded.
__windows are another building material
that is never re-implemented in a useful
way.
__how can each influence the other?
how does a window fit with a 2x4? how
does a 2x4 fit with a window?
__how does the process of building
influence the process of design?
__how can a window be more than a
window?
__how can a 2x4 act as more than a 2x4?
__this process of thinking and doing
brought forth these results
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process

44

sketches

45

step one
step two

_using the table saw,

step three

windows

_beginning with

_finally, the remaining

salvaged lumber from
a local business,
consistent pieces were
gathered.

portions of the 2x4
were removed to form
‘channels’
[the strips removed
were saved and later
used for packing]

_window sash
dimensions:
_width: 333/4”
_height: 273/4”
_depth: 13/4”

46

piece was planed down
by 3/16” to create a
channel that would be
the proper thickness
of the window

47

-step

by step
assembly-

1 2 3 4

_begin with
2x4 lumber

_milled 2x4
to channel
dimensions

_place windows into _place another
the channel made by‘t-channel’on top
the milled wood
of windows. fasten
together tightly to
prevent windows
from sliding

48

_tools used:

table saw
chop saw
planar
drill
impact driver

5 6 7
_plane 5 2x4
boards to 15/16”
cut down to
333/4”insert into
the ‘t-channel’
until tight against
window

_place a top and
_the finished panel
bottom plate[333/4”] allows for
to complete the
insertion of
panel
additional windows
depending on
needs.

_materials used:

window sashes
were salvaged
from the orlando
apartment complex
on barnard street
in state college,
pennsylvania.
2x4 lumber was
salvaged and
stored at a local
material facility.
all material
came from local
sources and was
stored in state
college, pa.
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__it is not until the design is applied
that we know its true potential.
__the designed component was a step by
step process resulting from different
issues arising during the
building/design
		
design/building
__this investigation provoked many
questions into the methods and means
by which to create an idea.
__the results were a reflection of
responses to current conditions and
spontaneous dialogue.
__the found window, the dimensions
and all its characteristics, became the
module that all was designed around.
__it was the nature of this object, the
single window sash, that determined
how things were put together, something
that can be described as
‘the poetics of the found.’
__it is the object’s attributes that
must coincide with design’s overall
attributes.
__the window is simply one object yet it
developed a system around it...
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design investigation(s): part two

55

?

56

__the abundance of material made available
made it possible to experiment not only
with windows but with scrap wood material;
this was wood that was either salvaged
from construction sites, trash picked from
the side of the road, or reclaimed from a
deconstruction project.
__wood of all shapes and sizes comes from
all over the area. the problem became
figuring out a way to develop a design that
would be able to utilized material no matter
its length, width, or color.
__using the window as an existing module, the
333/4” was divided into parts, whether it was
in half, thirds, quarters, etc.
__these dimensions allowed for scrap material
to be sorted depending on its length at the
time it was reclaimed or salvaged.
__the resulting tests determined a system
consisting of a column and inserted panel
would produce a wall type that is unique and
provocative.
__throughout this process of making,
the sketchbook remained the single most
important media for design development. each
step of the process, whether when building
or drawing, was meticulously recorded as a
record to how things were put together.
__with minimum expense, a building took form.

57

material: scrap strips from spectra wood

material tests using scrap strips

_plywood
strips
laid
flat with its veneer edge
facing up for a smooth
top surface.
_ this method of assembly
required all pieces to be
the same thickness.

_these

pieces
were
stacked on top of each
other with the veneer
edges together.
_this proved more viable

because thickness did
not factor into the
assembly

_tiny

remnant pieces
are used in a patchwork
pattern
in
this
assembly.
_the

thickness
and
width of the pieces
provided
for
an
interesting texture.
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material: scrap wood from various sources

material tests using scrap wood(s)

_pieces of scrap wood,
found in the scrap bin in
the wood shop, became
the next investigation.
_how can these random
pieces become a coherent
element that can be used
in a building.
_the
framework
that
the pieces are inserted
was made (also scrap
material) and the pieces
were cut to fit.
_the result was a panel
that not only evoked
its own architectural
language,
but
also
became singular piece,
easily transported and
easily adjustable if need
be.
_by developing this panel
system, scrap material
becomes the main building
material
simply
by
adjusting the material’s
length depending on the
size of the frame.
_if panels becomes the
main piece of a wall
system, a column that
accepts these panels and
attaches to them is the
next step in developing
this building system.
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-step

by step
assembly-

- c o l u m n s -

60

61

62

process of making the columns

_2x4
lumber
from
salvaged projects were
cleaned thoroughly and
made into the designed
column system.
_imperfections in the wood
made the making process
much more difficult than
originally expected.
_this process of making
the
columns
allowed
for imperfections to be
considered for the next
step of making the panel
system to be inserted.
_the base height of 7’-6”
is a standard size that
can be built on if higher
spaces are desired.
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-step

by step
assembly-

-

p

a

n

e

l

s
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-

65

66

process of making the panels

_the panel system acts
as its own entity to the
wall.
_for
the
convenience
of
consistency,
the
framework was purchased
cedar (one of the main
project expenses.)
_the dimensions of each
panel were determined
based on the dimensions
of the aforementioned
window module. this does
not limit the size of the
panels,
however.
the
window was simply the
module followed for this
project because of their
availability.
_each
piece
inserted
into the framework was
assessed to reduce the
production
of
waste.
pieces were used until
their scraps were no
longer possible to use.
_a layer of tar paper
lines the back of each
panel and is closed
off with scrap plywood
from
spectra
wood
manufacturing company.
a basic rain screen is
made.
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68

__as the system developed, so did the
detail that was applied to each column
and each panel.
__the process of figuring out a system
was not fully developed until the
process of making/building the columns
and panels was done.
__the building process informed the
development of the system in a way that
drawings were not capable. each piece
of reclaimed material has a character
unlike the next piece.
__the limitation to scrap wood, because
of its availability, for this experiment
does not limit the system to only being
wood, however.
__implementing the designed system into
a construction process enables for
more to be learned. this process began
by creating a series of mock-up walls
and learning different aspects with
regards to connections, dimensions,
material behaviors, etc.
__as each mock-up was built, more and
more became known about how this
method will work and how rapidly it can
be built.
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70

design/build analysis

71

72

73

74

_the
roof
became
a
precarious
situation
due to the finding of
numerous heavy, metal
panels in a dumpster. (it
is thought they were once
metal shelves.)
_in line with the project,
a new roof installation
was designed on the spot
in order to utilize these
new materials.
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76

77

78

__the building of this prototype
building implementing a systematic
building methodology not only gave the
opportunity to learn about the design
and building process, it also enabled the
sensory emotions to become intertwined
in the process.
__the experiential aspects of the time
spent building provided lessons on
the human condition in areas unlike
those normally experienced in central
pennsylvania.
__the overall affect thus created a
sense of displacement because of the
difficulty in constructing something with
a method using mainly waste material.
__in affect, the idea of the primitive
hut and working with material that is
most readily available, no matter its
state or initial usefulness, combined
with intuition and creative thinking, can
produce architecture that is interesting
and of its own language and character.
__this experiment gives the opportunity
to expand to a broader scale outside
of our own experiences and to a time,
place, context that is unique to that in
which we are accustomed.
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design/build future

81

site

82

__halfway through the year, it became apparent
that the project would benefit from a human
condition congruent to that of the man and the
primitive hut.
__on penn state’s center for sustainabilty we find
a group of aerospace engineers and their 32 foot
wind turbine. this group of engineers, conducting
their experiments and data collections in the
heart of winter, became the prime candidate to
fulfill the role of a client. they were cold, they
desired shelter, and they were willing to accept
a structure that tested conventional building
methodologies and technologies.
__this relationship developed and designs were
discussed for this group of engineers. Their
NASA sponsored wind turbine testing would
be administered from this facility; a facility
that developed out of the experience of testing
material, their capabilities, and their extremes.
__the resulting design, sited adjacent to the wind
turbine and re-using an existing platform found
on the site, would inhabit the tools and machines
necessary for their tests to be administered,
sheltered from the wind, the elements, and the
cold.
__using the same ‘module’ based around the
excessive amounts of window sashes available, the
same 333/4” became the standard measurement for
a system of construction.

83

drawing set for proposal
_the penn state center for sustainability,
located south of beaver stadium, is a campus
research facility developed to experiment with
different methods of agriculture and building
to lead a more sustainable lifestyle.

84

_the facility provides a destination for the
building experimentation project at the
conclusion of the year. the wind turbine will
be wired to the project to supply energy for
future use and occupancy.

85

_the space will be divided into a main mechanical
space for storage and working space and an
open space to sit. southern facing windows,
utilizing the first system as previously seen,
will provide ample natural light.

86

_the initial scheme calls for a single pitched roof
in hopes that solar panels can be installed in the
future. the roof will consist of metal panels that
once served as shelves, salvaged form a dumpster
on penn state’s campus.

87

_a rain screen will be constructed for weather
proofing the walls as best as possible. black
tar paper will be the main source of protection
layered behind a series of scrap wood pieces
inserted into a panel system.

88

_the columns, consisting of two 2x4’s bolted
together will provide for the insertion of the
cedar panels filled with scrap materials. the
roof rests on blocking attached to 2x6 beams,
created by cutting 2x12 wood shelves in half.
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reflections

91

92

__at the commencement of this thesis project, the
main goals were to develop a critique on waste
production and to figure out a way to incorporate
an architectural idea into that critique.
__in addition, a focus on utility, ingenuity, and
intuition (derived from the ideals of the primitive
hut) became the main guiding principles for design.
__this project undertook a tactile nature; this was
done in order to fully understand the implications
of decision making with regards to material. after
choosing to use exclusively reclaimed material,
the necessity to make architectural elements
became more apparent with each thing made. to
make with the hands is the quintessential method
to comprehending design decisions.
__this project’s evolution developed throughout
the year in the pages of a sketchbook: a rough,
gritty method of tracking the process of design.
this book(s), always readily available, became much
like the material in which this project was made.
each decision, each movement forward with the
project was determined through the sketchbook.
__the development of an architectural system of
construction and its realization using reclaimed
material offers an incite into an architecture
that is not normal to this context. through the
act of building in this unconventional way, the
architecture embodied a situation that would
not have been experienced if not for the building
process.
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. Sede di Roma: Architectural Semester Abroad
. Immersive semester in the eternal city learning about Rome’s
history and the phenomena of its architectural diversity
. Schreyer Ambassador Travel Grant Recipient

rome, italy

2009

. Roof Management Services, LLC
. construction observation & site surveying for legal purposes
. client/contractor meetings & consultation regarding construction
. architectural detailing & database management

2008

. Onion Flats: JIG__Construction Crew__Site Recycling Coordinator
. on-site construction of Philadelphia’s first LEED platinum housing
. critical thinking skills adapting to construction problems
. interdisciplinary exposure to building process and materials

2007

. Brommer Architects, LLC
. schematic design & drafting of multi-million dollar nursing homes
. site surveys & client interaction discussing contractors and scheduling
. team development and cooperation with client deadlines

2009

. Fourth-Year Design Excellence Award: Honorable Mention
. 1 of 4 exemplifying excellence during the academic year in design
. Heinz & Pohland Memorial Scholarship Recipient
. exemplifying excellence during the academic year in design
. Corbelletti Design Charrette: Semi-Finalist
. annual hand-drawn competition for architecture
. Pennsylvania Concrete MasonryAssociation Competition: Finalist
. design competition utilizing concrete products
. Second-Year Design Excellence Award: Honorable Mention
. 1 of 4 exemplifying excellence during the academic year in design

2008

2007

activities

interests

2007

. Architecture
. Architectural History
. Foreign Studies & Languages (German, Italian)
. Construction and Handicrafts
. Human Geography
. Urban Development and Historical Precedents
. Rome, Italy
2008- . American Institute of Architecture Students THON
Present . Team member participating in fund raising events for pediatric cancer
2009 . Penn State Solar Decathlon Construction Team
. Travel to Washington D.C. to construct Penn State’s Natural Fusion 		
Solar Home
2005- . AIAS Penn State Chapter
2005- . Coed Intramural Soccer & Softball
2008 . Penn State Club Baseball Fall League

state college, pa

2009

abington, pa philadelphia, pa philadelphia, pa

education
work experience
awards

. The Pennsylvania State University :: Schreyer Honors College
. College of Arts and Architecture: Graduation May 2010
. Major: Architecture		
. Minor: Architectural History
. Overall GPA: 3.64		
. Major GPA: 3.67
. Dean’s List: 2005-2007 & 2009

2008

misc.

1 2 3 8 _ r o s e m o n t _ l a n e _ a b i n g t o n _ p a _ 1 9 0 0 1
anthonycatanzaro4@gmail .com_2152870747

anthony john catanzaro, jr.
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